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Abstract. Davis-Putnam-style exponential-time backtracking algorithms are the most common algorithms used for finding exact solutions
of NP-hard problems. The analysis of such recursive algorithms is based
on the bounded search tree technique: a measure of the size of the subproblems is defined; this measure is used to lower bound the progress
made by the algorithm at each branching step.
For the last 30 years the research on exact algorithms has been mainly focused on the design of more and more sophisticated algorithms. However,
measures used in the analysis of backtracking algorithms are usually very
simple. In this paper we stress that a more careful choice of the measure
can lead to significantly better worst case time analysis.
As an example, we consider the minimum dominating set problem. The
currently fastest algorithm for this problem has running time O(20.850n )
on n-nodes graphs. By measuring the progress of the (same) algorithm
in a different way, we refine the time bound to O(20.598n ). A good choice
of the measure can provide such a (surprisingly big) improvement; this
suggests that the running time of many other exponential-time recursive algorithms is largely overestimated because of a “bad” choice of the
measure.
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Introduction

The interest in exact and fast exponential-time algorithms solving hard problems dates back to the sixties and seventies [13, 25]. The last decade has led to
much research in fast exponential-time algorithms. Examples of recently developed exponential algorithms are algorithms for Maximum Independent Set [15,
?
??
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23], (Maximum) Satisfiability [4, 14, 17, 19, 24, 26], Coloring [2, 3, 6], Treewidth
[8], and many others (see the recent survey written by Woeginger [27] for an
overview).
Most of the currently fastest exact algorithms for NP-hard problems are recursive algorithms. In order to bound the total number of subproblems generated
by such algorithms, the bounded search tree technique is often used: one defines
a suitable measure of the size of the subproblems. This measure is used to lower
bound the “progress” made by the algorithm at each branching step.
Though the algorithms considered may be rather complicated, the measures
used in their analysis are usually very simple. In this paper we remark that a
more careful choice of the measure can lead to much tighter time bounds.
In order to show that, we consider one of the best known NP-hard problems:
the minimum dominating set problem. The currently fastest exact algorithm for
this problem is a recursive algorithm of running time O∗ (20.850n ) on n-nodes
graphs [10, 11]1 . Here we present a refined analysis, based on a different measure
of the size of the subproblems generated and show that the same algorithm has
indeed running time O∗ (20.598n ). This surprisingly big improvement suggests
the possibility that the running times of many other exponential-time recursive
algorithms (including possibly the one presented here) are largely overestimated
because of a “bad” choice of the measure in their analysis. Despite the importance of the problem, only few works address this issue [2, 7].
Since the current tools do not seem to be strong enough to support an analysis of exponential-time recursive algorithms providing tight running time upper
bounds, it is natural to ask for lower bounds (notice that we are concerned with
lower bounds on the complexity of a particular algorithm and not with lower
bounds on the complexity of an algorithmic problem). A lower bound may give
an idea of how far the analysis is from being tight. There are several results
known on lower exponential bounds for different branching algorithms for SAT
(see e.g. [1, 18]) but we are not aware of lower bounds for existing exponentialtime recursive graph algorithms. One of the reasons to this could be that for
most of the graph problems the construction of good lower bounds is often difficult even for very simple algorithms. In this paper we prove a Ω(20.333n ) lower
bound on the time complexity of our minimum dominating set algorithm. The
large gap between the upper bound and the lower bound suggests the possibility
that the analysis of the algorithm can be further refined (possibly by measuring
the size of the subproblems in a smarter way).
Previous results on dominating set. The minimum dominating set problem
(MDS) is a classic NP-hard graph optimization problem which fits into the broader
class of domination and covering problems on which hundreds of papers have
been written; see e.g. the survey [12] by Haynes et al. The dominating set problem
is also one of the basic problems in parameterized complexity [5]; it is W[2]complete and thus it is unlikely that the problem is fixed parameter tractable.
1

Throughout this paper we use a modified big-Oh notation that suppresses all polynomially bounded factors. For functions f and g we write f (n) = O∗ (g(n)) if
f (n) = O(g(n)poly(n)), where poly(n) is a polynomial.

What are the best time complexities for the dominating set problem in n-node
graphs G = (V, E) that we can possibly hope for? It has been observed in [9]
that (unless some very unexpected things happen in computational complexity
theory) there is no sub-exponential time (i.e. of running time co(n) for some
constant c) algorithm solving dominating set problem. There is the trivial O∗ (2n )
algorithm that simply searches through all the 2n subsets of V . Hence, we can
only hope for time complexities of the form O∗ (2cn ), with some small value c < 1.
Although MDS is a natural and very interesting problem concerning the design
and analysis of exponential-time algorithms, no exact algorithm for MDS faster
than the trivial one had been known until very recently. In 2004 three different
sets of authors seemingly independently published algorithms breaking the trivial
“2n -barrier”. The algorithm of Fomin et al. [9] uses a deep graph-theoretic result
due to Reed [21], providing an upper bound on the domination number of graphs
of minimum degree three. The most time consuming part of their algorithm is an
enumeration of all subsets of nodes of cardinality at most 3n/8, thus the overall
running time is O∗ (20.955n ). The algorithm of Randerath and Schiermeyer [20]
uses a very nice and cute idea (including matching techniques) to restrict the
search space. The most time consuming part of their algorithm enumerates all
subsets of nodes of cardinality at most n/3, thus the overall running time is
O∗ (20.919n ). Finally, the fastest algorithm known prior to our work is due to
Grandoni [10, 11], who described a O∗ (20.850n ) algorithm for MDS.
Our Results. We show that MDS can be solved in O∗ (20.610n ) time using polynomial space. The running time of our algorithm can be reduced at the cost of
exponential space to O∗ (20.598n ) which is a significant improvement of all known
results on MDS. To solve the problem we represent MDS as a set cover problem
which allows us to use a search tree based algorithm. This idea was first used
in [10, 11]. To obtain running time O∗ (20.610n ) we do not add more and more
sophisticated rules to existing algorithms which is a usual practice to improve on
the exponential base. Instead we give a simple and easy to implement algorithm
and observe how the careful choice of the measure changes the algorithm analysis dramatically. Our refined analysis leads to a multivariate recurrence. For a
general treatment of this type of recurrences we refer to Eppstein’s paper [7].
Since the analysis of our search tree based algorithms is so depended on the
choice of the measure, it is natural to ask for (exponential) lower bounds on the
running time of the algorithm. We prove that our algorithm requires Ω(20.333n )
steps.

2

Definitions and Basic Algorithm

Let G = (V, E) be an n-node undirected, simple graph without loops. The open
neighborhood of a node v is denoted by N (v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E}, and the closed
neighborhood of v is denoted by N [v] = N (v) ∪ {v}. A set A ⊆ E of edges of
G = (V, E) is an edge cover, if every node of G is incident to an edge of A; the
edge set A is a matching if no node of G is incident to two edges of A.

The minimum dominating set problem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A set
D ⊆ V is called a dominating set for G if every node of G is either in D, or
adjacent to some node in D. The domination number γ(G) of a graph G is the
minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G. The Minimum Dominating Set
problem (MDS) asks to determine γ(G).
The minimum set cover problem. In the Minimum Set Cover problem (MSC)
we are given a universe U of elements and a collection S of (non-empty) subsets
of U. The aim is to determine the minimum cardinality of a subset S 0 ⊆ S which
covers U, that is such that
∪S∈S 0 S = U .
The frequency of u ∈ U is the number of subsets S ∈ S in which u is contained.
For the sake of simplicity, we always assume in this paper that S covers U :
U = U(S) , ∪S∈S S.
With this assumption, an instance of MSC is univocally specified by S.
We recall that, if all the subsets of S are of cardinality two, MSC can be solved
in polynomial time via the following standard reduction to maximum matching.
Consider the graph G̃ which has a node u for each u ∈ U, and an edge uv for
each subset S = {u, v} in S. Thus we have to compute a minimum edge cover of
G̃. To compute a minimum edge cover of G̃ we compute a maximum matching
M in G̃. Then, for each unmatched node u, we add to M an arbitrary edge
incident to u (if no such edge exists, there is no set cover at all). The subsets
corresponding to M form a minimum set cover.
MDS can be naturally reduced to MSC by imposing U = V and S = {N [v]| v ∈
V }. Note that N [v] is the set of nodes dominated by v, thus D is a dominating
set of G if and only if {N [v]| v ∈ D} is a set cover of {N [v]| v ∈ V }. Thus every
minimum set cover of {N [v]| v ∈ V } corresponds to a minimum dominating set
of G.
At first view such a transformation from one NP-hard problem to another
seems to be completely useless: The only known exact algorithms for MSC are
brute force O∗ (2|S| ) and O∗ (2|U | ) [9] dynamic programming algorithms. Both
algorithms result in an O∗ (2n ) algorithm for MDS and it seems that such an
approach is not interesting. Not at all! On second thought the transformation
from MDS to MSC becomes very helpful. It enables the use of a search tree based
algorithm to solve MSC, and thus also MDS.
Basic algorithm. We consider a simple recursive algorithm msc for solving MSC.
The algorithm is a slight modification of the algorithm from [11] and it makes
use of the following observation.
Lemma 1. For a given MSC instance S:
1. If there are two distinct sets S and R in S, S ⊆ R, then there is a minimum
set cover which does not contain S.
2. If there is an element u of U which belongs to a unique S ∈ S, then S belongs
to every set cover.

Figure 1 A recursive algorithm for minimum set cover.
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int msc(S) {
if(|S| = 0) return 0;
if(∃S, R ∈ S : S ⊆ R) return msc(S\{S});
if(∃u ∈ U (S)∃ a unique S ∈ S : u ∈ S) return 1+msc(del(S, S));
take S ∈ S of maximum cardinality;
if(|S| = 2) return poly-msc(S)
return min{msc(S\{S}), 1+msc(del(S, S))};
}

Note that each subset of cardinality one satisfies exactly one of the properties
in Lemma 1.
A basic version of msc is described in Figure 1. If |S| = 0 (line 2), msc(S) = 0.
Otherwise (lines 3 and 4), the algorithm tries to reduce the size of the problem
without branching, by applying one of the Properties 1 and 2 of Lemma 1.
Specifically, if there are two sets S and R, S ⊆ R, we have msc(S) = msc(S\S).
If there is an element u which is contained in a unique set S, we have msc(S) =
1 + msc(del(S, S)), where del(S, S) = {Z|Z = R\S 6= ∅, R ∈ S} is the instance
of MSC which is obtained from S by removing the elements of S from the subsets
in S, and by eventually removing the empty sets obtained.
If none of the two properties above applies, the algorithm takes (line 5) a
set S ∈ S of maximum cardinality. If |S| = 2 (line 6), the algorithm directly
solves the problem with the polynomial time algorithm poly-msc based on the
reduction to maximum matching. Otherwise (line 7), it branches on the two
subproblems SIN = del(S, S) (the case where S belongs to the minimum set
cover) and SOU T = S\S (corresponding to the case S is not in the minimum set
cover). Thus
msc(S) = min{msc(S\{S}), 1 + msc(del(S, S))}.
Notice that with simple modifications, the algorithm can also provide one minimum set cover (besides its cardinality).
To emphasize the importance of the measure we sketch the analysis of the
algorithm with a simple measure (taken from [11]). Let us choose the following
measure k(S 0 ) of the size of a MSC instance S 0 ,
k(S 0 ) = |S 0 | + |U(S 0 )|.
Let `(k) be the number of leaves in the search tree generated by the algorithm
to solve a problem of size k = k(S). If one of the conditions of lines 3 and 4
is satisfied, `(k) ≤ `(k − 1). Let S be the set selected in line 5. If |S| = 2, the
algorithm directly solves the problem in polynomial time (`(k) = 1). Otherwise
(|S| ≥ 3), the algorithm branches on the two subproblems SOU T = S\{S}
and SIN = del(S, S). The size of SOU T is k − 1 (one set removed from S).
The size of SIN is at most k − 4 (one set removed from S and at least three
elements removed from U). This brings us to `(k) ≤ `(k − 1) + `(k − 4). We

conclude that `(k) ≤ αk , where α = 1.3802 . . . < 1.3803 is the (unique) positive
root of the polynomial (x4 − x3 − 1). It turns out that the total number of
subproblems solved is within a polynomial factor from `(k). Moreover, solving
each subproblem takes polynomial time. Thus the complexity of the algorithm
is O∗ (`(k)) = O∗ (αk ) = O∗ (1.3803|S|+|U| ) = O∗ (20.465(|S|+|U |) ).
In next section we will show how to refine the running time analysis to
O∗ (20.305(|S|+|U |) ) via a more careful choice of the measure k(S 0 ) (without modifying the algorithm!).

3

Refined Analysis

In this section we show that algorithm msc has time complexity
O∗ (20.305(|S|+|U|) ).
Our result is based on the following observation. Removing a large set has a
different impact on the “progress” of the algorithm than removing a small one.
In fact, when we remove a large set, we decrease the frequency of many elements. Decreasing elements frequency pays of on long term, since the elements
of frequency one can be filtered out (without branching). A dual argument holds
for the elements. Removing an element of high frequency is somehow preferable
to removing an element of small frequency. In fact, when we remove an element
occurring in many sets, we decrease the cardinality of all such sets by one. This is
good on long term, since sets of cardinality one can be filtered out. Both phenomena are not taken into account in the measure used in [10]. With that measure,
by removing one set (element), we decrease the size of the problem by one, no
matter which is the cardinality (frequency) of the set (element) considered.
This suggests the idea to give a different “weight” to sets of different cardinality and to elements of different frequency. In particular, let ni denote the
number of subsets S ∈ S of cardinality i. Let moreover mj denote the number
of elements u ∈ U of frequency j. We will use the following measure k = k(S) of
the size of S:
X
X
k(S) =
wi ni +
vj mj ,
i≥1

j≥1

where the weights wi , vj ∈ (0, 1] will be fixed in the following. Note that k ≤
|S| + |U|. The quantities
(
(
wi − wi−1 if i ≥ 3,
vi − vi−1 if i ≥ 3,
∆ wi =
and ∆ vi =
w2
if i = 2,
v2
if i = 2,
turn out to be useful in the analysis. Intuitively, ∆ wi (∆ vi ) is the reduction of
the size of the problem corresponding to the reduction of the cardinality of a set
(of the frequency of an element) from i to i − 1. Note that this holds also in the
case i = 2. In fact, in that case the size of the problem first increases by 1 − w2
(1 − v2 ), but the new set of cardinality one (the new element of frequency one)
introduced is removed before the next branching, with a reduction of the size by
one. Thus one has an overall reduction by 1 − (1 − w2 ) = w2 (1 − (1 − v2 ) = v2 ).

Theorem 1. Algorithm msc solves MSC in time O∗ (20.305(|U |+|S|) ).
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is trivial. In order to simplify the
running time analysis, we will make the following assumptions:
• w1 = v1 = 1 and wi = vi = 1 for i ≥ 6;
• 0 ≤ ∆ wi ≤ ∆ wi−1 for i ≥ 2.
Note that this implies wi ≥ wi−1 for every i ≥ 3 (excluding sets of cardinality
one, larger sets have larger weights). Moreover, ∆ wi = ∆ vi = 0 for i ≥ 7.
Let Ph (k) be the number of subproblems of size h, 0 ≤ h ≤ k, solved by
msc to solve a problem of size k. Clearly, Pk (k) = 1. Consider the case h < k
(which implies |S| 6= 0). If one of the condition of lines 3 and 4 holds, one set S
is removed from S. Thus the reduction of the size of the problem is at least w2
(corresponding to the case |S| = 2) and Ph (k) ≤ Ph (k − w2 ). Otherwise, let S
be the subset selected in line 5. If |S| = 2, no subproblem is generated (Ph (k) =
0). Otherwise (|S| ≥ 3), msc generates two subproblems SIN = del(S, S) and
SOU T = S\S.
Consider the subproblem SOU T . The size of SOU T decreases by w|S| because
of the removal of S. Let ri be the number of elements of S of frequency i. Note
that there cannot be elements of frequency 1. Consider an element u ∈ S of
frequency i ≥ 2. When we remove S, the frequency of u decreases by one. As
a consequence, the size of the subproblem decreases by ∆ vi . Thus the overall
reduction of the size of SOU T due to the reduction of the frequencies is at least
X

ri ∆ vi =

6
X

ri ∆ vi .

i=2

i≥2

Suppose that there is an element u ∈ S of frequency 2. Let R 6= S be the other
set containing u. When we remove S, we have to include R in the set cover.
Thus we reduce the size of the problem by at least w2 (corresponding to the case
|R| = 2). Also R \ S is not empty (otherwise condition of line 3 of the algorithm
is met) and thus all elements of R \ S are removed when we include R in the set
cover. This reduces the size by at least v2 (corresponding to the case that the
frequency of z is 2). Therefore the overall reduction of the size of SOU T due to
the removal of the sets R is at least r2 w2 + δ(r2 ) v2 , where δ(r2 ) = 0 for r2 = 0,
and δ(r2 ) = 1 otherwise.
Consider now the subproblem SIN . The size of SIN decreases by w|S| because
of the removal of S. Consider an element u ∈ S of frequency i (i ≥ 2). The size
of SIN further decreases by vi because of the removal of u. Thus the overall
reduction due to the removal of the elements u of S is
X
i≥2

ri vi =

6
X

ri vi + r≥7 ,

i=2

where r≥i is the number of elements of S of frequency at least i. Let R be
a set sharing an element u with S. Note that |R| ≤ |S|. By removing u, the

cardinality of R is reduced by one. This implies a reduction of the size of SIN
by ∆ w|R| ≥ ∆ w|S| . Thus the overall reduction of SIN due to the reduction of
the cardinalities of the sets R is at least:
Ã 6
!
X
X
∆ w|S|
(i − 1) ri ≥ ∆ w|S|
(i − 1) ri + 6 · r≥7 .
i=2

i≥2

Note that this quantity is 0 for |S| ≥ 7. Putting all together, for all the possible
values of |S| ≥ 3 and of the ri such that
6
X

ri + r≥7 = |S|,

i=2

we have the following set of recursions
Ph (k) ≤ Ph (k − ∆ kOU T ) + Ph (k − ∆ kIN ),
where

P6
• ∆ kOU T , w|S| + i=2 ri ∆ vi + r2 w2 + δ(r
2 ) v2 ,
´
³P
P6
6
(i
−
1)
r
+
6
·
r
.
• ∆ kIN , w|S| + i=2 ri vi + r≥7 + ∆ w|S|
i
≥7
i=2

Since ∆ w|S| = 0 for |S| ≥ 7, we have that each recurrence with |S| ≥ 8 is
“dominated” by some recurrence with |S| = 7. For this reason, we restrict our
attention only to the cases 3 ≤ |S| ≤ 7. Thus we consider a large but finite
number of recurrences. For every fixed 8-tuple (w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 ) the
number Ph (k) is upper bounded by αk−h , where α is the largest number from
the set of real roots of the set of equations
αk = αk−∆ kOU T + αk−∆ kIN
corresponding to different combinations of values |S| and ri . Thus the estimation
of Ph (k) boils up to choosing the weights minimizing α. This optimization problem is interesting in its own and we refer to Eppstein’s work [7] on quasi-convex
programming for general treatment of such problems.
We numerically obtained the following values of the weights:


0.3774 if i = 2,
0.3996 if i = 2,








0.7548 if i = 3,
0.7677 if i = 3,
wi =
and vi =


0.9095
if
i
=
4,
0.9300 if i = 4,






0.9764 if i = 5,
0.9856 if i = 5,
which yields α ≤ 1.2352 . . . < 1.2353. In Table 1 the values of |S| and ri of the
eight worst case recurrences are listed.
Let K denote the set of the possible sizes of the subproblems solved. Note
that |K| is polynomially bounded. The total number P (k) of subproblems solved
satisfies:
X
X
Ph (k) ≤
αk−h ≤ |K|αk .
P (k) ≤
h∈K

h∈K

Table 1 The eight worst case recurrences.
|S| (r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , r≥7 )
6
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 6)
5
(0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 1)
5
(0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0)
4
(0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0)
4
(0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0)
3
(0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0)
3
(0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0)
3
(3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

The cost of solving a problem of size h ≤ k, excluding the cost of solving the
corresponding subproblems (if any), is a polynomial poly(k) of k. Thus the time
complexity of the algorithm is
O∗ (poly(k)|K|αk ) = O∗ (1.2353|U |+|S| ) = O∗ (20.305(|U |+|S|) ).
2
As already observed, MDS can be reduced to MSC by imposing U = V and S =
{N [v]| v ∈ V }. The size of the MSC instance obtained is at most 2n. By simply
combining this reduction with algorithm msc one obtains:
Corollary 1. There is a O∗ (20.305(2n) ) = O∗ (20.610n ) algorithm for MDS.
3.1

An Exponential Space Algorithm

The time complexity of msc can be reduced at the cost of an exponential space
complexity via the memorization technique by Robson [22]. The general idea is
the following: The algorithm keeps the solutions of all the subproblems solved.
If the same subproblem turns up more than once, the algorithm is not to run
a second time, but the already computed result is looked up. Note that the
corresponding data structure can be implemented in such a way that the query
time is logarithmic in the number of solutions stored [22].
Theorem 2. Algorithm msc, modified as above, solves MSC in O∗ (20.299(|S|+|U|) )
time.
Corollary 2. There is an algorithm which solves MDS in time O∗ (20.299(2n) ) =
O∗ (20.598n ).
Due to space restrictions, the proof of Theorem 2 is omitted here.

4

An exponential lower bound

By carefully measuring the size of the subproblems, we obtained a much tighter
running time bound. However the bound achieved might still be only a pessimistic estimation of the worst case running time of the algorithm. Therefore it

is natural to ask for lower bounds: A lower bound may give an idea of how far
is the bound computed from the real worst case running time.
Let us consider the O∗ (20.610n ) polynomial-space MDS algorithm mds based
on the reduction to MSC and (the polynomial-space version of) algorithm msc.
Theorem 3. The worst case running time of mds is Ω(2n/3 ) = Ω(20.333n ).
Proof. Consider the following input graph Gn (n ≥ 1): the node set of Gn is
{ai , bi , ci : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The edge set of Gn consists of two types of edges: for
each i = 1, 2 . . . , n, the vertices ai , bi and ci induce a triangle Ti ; and for each
i = 1, 2, ..., n − 1: {ai , ai+1 }, {bi , bi+1 } and {ci , ci+1 } are edges.
Each node of the search tree corresponds to a subproblem of the MSC problem
with input (U; S = {Sv : v ∈ V }) where Sv = N [v].
We give a selection rule for the choice of the vertices v (respectively sets Sv )
to be chosen for the branching. Clearly the goal is to choose them such that the
number of nodes in the search tree obtained by the execution of algorithm msc
on graph Gn is as large as possible.
In each round i, i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1}, we start with a pair P = {xi , yi } of
nodes (belonging to triangle Ti ), where {x, y} ⊂ {a, b, c}. Initially P = {a2 , b2 }.
Our choice makes sure that for each branching node x the cardinality of its set
Sx is five in the current subproblem S, and that no other rules of the algorithm
will apply to a branching node than the one of line 5. Consequently, by line 7
of msc either the set Sv is taken into the set cover (S := del(S, Sv )), or Sv is
removed (S := S \ Sv ).
For each pair P = {xi , yi } of nodes we branch in the following 3 ways
1) take Sxi
2) remove Sxi , and then take Syi
3) remove Sxi , and then remove Syi
The following new pairs of nodes correspond to each of the three branches:
1) P1 = {ai+2 , bi+2 , ci+2 } \ xi+2
2) P2 = {ai+2 , bi+2 , ci+2 } \ yi+2
3) P3 = {xi+1 , yi+1 }
On each pair Pj we recursively repeat the process. Thus of the three branches
of Ti two are proceeded on Ti+2 and one is proceeded on Ti+1 .
Let T (k) be the number of leaves in the search tree when all triangles up to
Tk have been used for branching. Thus T (k) = 2 · T (k − 2) + T (k − 1), and hence
T (k) ≥ 2k−2 . Consequently the worst case number of leaves in the search tree of
msc for a graph on n vertices is at least 2n/3 −2 .
2
The lower bound above can be easily improved by considering disconnected
graphs formed by several (disconnected) copies of a carefully chosen small subgraph. We did not consider such lower bounds, since algorithm mds can be easily
modified in order to invalidate them (it is sufficient to solve each disconnected
subproblem separately, and then combine the partial solutions).
We may notice that there is a large gap between the O∗ (20.610n ) upper bound
and the Ω(20.333n ) lower bound. This could suggest the possibility that the

analysis of algorithm mds can be further refined (possibly via a further refined
measure of the size of the MSC instances).

5

Conclusions

We investigated the impact of different measures of the size of the problem
in the analysis of exponential-time recursive algorithms. In particular, we considered the minimum dominating set problem. We showed how a more careful
choice of the measure leads to a much tighter running time bound on the fastest
know algorithm for the problem. Specifically, we reduced the time bound from
O∗ (20.850n ) to O∗ (20.598n ) (without modifying the algorithm).
The impressive reduction of the running time achieved for minimum dominating set, suggests the possibility that the time complexity of many other
exponential-time exact algorithms is largely overestimated because of a bad
choice of the measure. Indeed, this could be the case also for our refined analysis
of minimum dominating set. This possibility is somehow supported by the large
gap between the O∗ (20.598n ) upper bound and the Ω(20.333n ) lower bound we
managed to prove.
Another natural problem to play with measure is Independent Set. The best
running time O∗ (2n/4 ) for this problem was claimed by Robson [23]. Though
Robson’s algorithm is extremely technical and complicated, the measure used in
its analysis is very simple (the number of nodes in the graph). Can we refine the
analysis of this algorithm via a different choice of the measure? Moreover, how
fast really are simple algorithms for Independent Set?
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